Part II: Case studies

Introduction:
In this part I will study three specific themes or issues, devoting a chapter to each issue. Every chapter has its own conclusions, presented where useful in table form for quick reference. General conclusions can be found in the concluding chapter of the book.
Order of Presentation

CHAPTER 4
Introduction
Order of Presentation

I. EVIDENCE FOR APPLICABLE LAW OF SUCCESSION IN THE ARCHIVES
   Son
   Other children/wife in presence of son
   In absence of a son
   Order of succession based on documentary evidence
   What law determined the order of succession found in the documents?

II. DISCUSSION OF LEGAL POSITION OF DAUGHTER IN ANCIENT EASTERN LEGAL SYSTEMS
   Egypt
   Evidence from legal code and documents
   Conclusions

   Mesopotamia
   Mesopotamian law anterior to Hammurabi’s Code
   Old Babylonian law
      Excursus: the daughter-heir in Athenian law
   Assyrian law
      a. Old Assyrian
      b. Middle Assyrian
      c. Neo-Assyrian
   Nuzi
   Overview in chronological order
   Conclusions

   Anatolia and the Levant
   Hittite Laws
   Emar
   Alalakh
   Ugarit
   Overview in chronological order
   Conclusions

III. CONCLUSIONS
   Overview of combined evidence
   Conclusions
CHAPTER 5

Introduction
Order of presentation

I. GUARDIANSHIP OF A MINOR
   The case of Babatha’s son Jesus
      The appointment of the guardians
      The court case
      Contents and formalities
      Excursus: did Babatha win her case?
   The case of Judah’s nephews

II. GUARDIANSHIP OF A WOMAN
   Evidence pro and contra
   Two legal concepts?
   Contents and formalities: the case of P. Yadin 27

III. CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER 6

Introduction
Order of presentation

I. P. YADIN 10: BABATHA’S DOCUMENT: A REAL KETUBBA?
   Structure and most important features of P. Yadin 10
   The ketubba and its legal implications
      Babatha’s sale of the dates
      Babatha’s dispute with Besas
      Babatha’s dispute with Miryam
   Conclusion

II. P. YADIN 18: SHELAMZION’S DOCUMENT: JEWISH VS. Hellenistic
   Structure and most important features of P. Yadin 18
   An interpretatio hebraica
   Rejection of interpretatio hebraica in favor of Hellenistic influences
   How to understand the law behind the document in the light of the interpretations discussed
   Conclusion

III. SK 65: SALOME KOMAISE’S DOCUMENT: AGRAPHOS GAMOS OR PREMARITAL COHABITATION?
   Structure and most important features of SK 65
   Premarital cohabitation?
   Agraphos gamos
   Conclusion: Legal implications of different interpretations

IV. CONCLUSIONS: WHAT MARRIAGE DOCUMENTS CAN SHOW REGARDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF (JEWISH) LAW